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Precise colour and texture should be judged from the actual material
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troPICal HarDWooDS
utIle

ProPertIeS

BOTANICAL NAME Entandrophragma utile

dENsITY 660 kg/m3

dIsTRIBUTION utile has a wide natural distribution in 
tropical africa. It occurs in the Ivory Coast, 
in the Cameroons, and in liberia, Gabon and 
uganda. the tree grows chiefly in the moist, 
deciduous high forest

dRYING utile dries moderately slowly with a distinct 
tendency for distortion in the form of twist 
to occur, and original shakes to extend. In 
general however, distortion is not severe

dURABILITY moderately durable

ENVIRONMENTAL 
CREdENTIALs

FSC, 3rd party legality CoC

MOIsTURE CONTENT 14% - 16% (+/- 2%) KD

ORIGIN West & Central africa

PHYsICAL/sTRUCTURAL 
PROPERTIEs

Its strength properties are similar to those of 
american mahogany

PURCHAsING CYCLE 12 month

sTORAGE AdVICE under cover

TYPICAL APPLICATIONs Joinery - exterior, Joinery - Interior, Furniture, 
Decking

wORKING QUALITIEs medium - Works rather well, but with a slight 
blunting effect on cutting edges. a cutting 
angle of 15° will reduce the tendency for 
the interlocked grain to tear during planing 
and moulding. takes stain and glue well, and 
polishes well after filling

utILe

Product Code Stocked environmental 
Credentials

KD FAS 3rd Party Legally Verified 

26mm H0005809 Y 3rd Party CoC

34mm H0006288 Y 3rd Party CoC

40mm H0005811 Y 3rd Party CoC

52mm H0005813 Y 3rd Party CoC

65mm H0005815 Y 3rd Party CoC

78mm H0005817 Y 3rd Party CoC

102mm H0005819 Y 3rd Party CoC

KD FSC FAS  

52mm H0006709 Y FSC

65mm H0006711 Y FSC

78mm H0006713 Y FSC

additional specifications, sizes, chain of custody and specials are available to order

GraDe oVerVIeW:-
FaS - (First and Seconds).

troPICal HarDWooDS
WaWa (obeCHe, Samba, aYouS)

ProPertIeS

BOTANICAL NAME Triplochiton scleroxylon

dENsITY 390 kg/m3

dIsTRIBUTION obeche is found in most of the countries of 
West africa, especially nigeria, Ghana, the 
Ivory Coast and the Cameroons.

dRYING the timber dries rapidly and well and with 
little tendency to warp or shake. the timber 
is liable to attack by staining fungi and 
should be piled in stick immediately after 
conversion

dURABILITY not durable

ENVIRONMENTAL 
CREdENTIALs

FSC CW, 3rd party legality CoC

MOIsTURE CONTENT 12% - 14%

ORIGIN West & Central africa

PHYsICAL/sTRUCTURAL 
PROPERTIEs

bearing in mind the light weight of 
the timber, obeche has good strength 
properties and, when compared with 
european redwood, is only about 15 per 
cent less in maximum bending strength 
(modulus of rupture); in stiffness it is not 
so good, being about 50 per cent less than 
redwood

PURCHAsING CYCLE 12 month

sTORAGE AdVICE under Cover

TYPICAL APPLICATIONs Joinery - Interior, Furniture

wORKING QUALITIEs Good - the comparative softness of the 
timber makes it very easy to work with both 
hand and machine tools. It is desirable to 
use sharp, thin-edged tools to avoid picking 
up and crumbling in cutting. an excellent 
finish can easily be obtained and the timber 
stains and polishes well but requires light 
filling to produce a high-grade finish. It takes 
nails and screws well, and has good gluing 
properties. obeche peels and slices with 
reasonable ease

additional specifications, sizes, chain of custody and specials are available to order

WAWA (oBeChe, SAmBA, AYouS)

Product Code Stocked environmental 
Credentials

KD No 1 Common & Better 

25mm H0000884 Y z  ☎
32mm H0000896 Y z  ☎
38mm H0005091 Y z  ☎
50mm H0005092 Y z  ☎

75mm H0002752 Y z  ☎

GraDe oVerVIeW:-
FaS - (First and Seconds).
no.1 Common and better.


